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Feelings, emotions and attitudes are malleable and can be changed. The Attitude Breathing 
Technique helps us instate replacement attitudes and feelings that are more effective than 
depleting attitudes we experience.

Step 1   Recognize the feeling or attitude you want to change and identify a replacement 
attitude.

Step 2   Heart-Focused Breathing™ 
Focus your attention in the area of the heart. Imagine your breath is flowing in and 
out of your heart or chest area, breathing a little slower and deeper than usual. Find 
an easy rhythm that’s comfortable.

Step 3   As you continue heart-focused breathing, practice breathing in and increasing the 
feeling of your new replacement attitude.

Suggestion: If you can’t find a replacement attitude, just breathe a feeling of calm or 
neutral through your heart area. This often helps draw to us the quality feelings that lift 
our attitudes and perceptions.

Step 4   Practice maintaining your new attitudes and perceptions as you move through your 
day-to-day interactions.

Suggestion: Use Attitude Breathing on-the-go and to reset your replacement attitude if it 
starts to fade. You can also use Attitude Breathing when you’re feeling good to instate a 
heart quality you would like to experience more often, such as gratitude or appreciation.

Attitude Breathing Quick Steps

1.  Recognize

2.  Heart-Focused Breathing

3.  Breathe in the new attitude

4.  Maintain the new attitude

Attitude is the difference between an ordeal and an adventure. – unknown 

Attitude Breathing™ Technique
Attitude Breathing™ Technique
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Situation, issue or undercurrent: 

Attitudes or feelings around the situation, issue or undercurrent: 

Replacement attitude: 

Depleting Attitudes   Replacement Attitudes

Stressed Breathe Calm, Ease or Neutral   

Impatient Breathe Patience

Overwhelmed Breathe Ease or Composure 

Anxious                Breathe Calm

Judgmental Breathe Kindness or Compassionate Latitude

Angry Breathe Ease or Neutral 

Confused Breathe Clarity 

Isolated/Lonely Breathe being Connected or Appreciation 

Cynical Breathe Neutral 

Argumentative Breathe Agreeable, Tolerance or Ease 

Attitude Breathing™ Technique Exercise

Attitude Breathing™ Technique Exercise

The greatest day in your life and mine is when we take total responsibility  
for our attitudes. That’s the day we truly grow up.  – John C. Maxwell
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